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Professional PythonWrox Press, 2015

	Master the secret tools every Python programmer needs to know


	Professional Python goes beyond the basics to teach beginner- and intermediate-level Python programmers the little-known tools and constructs that build concise, maintainable code. Design better architecture and write easy-to-understand code using highly...
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Final Cut Pro X 10.2 - Apple Pro Training Series: Professional Post-Production, Access Code CardPeachpit Press, 2015

	Editing is storytelling. It’s choosing from a sometimes vast array of video and audio clips,

	and assembling them into a coherent experience that can educate, excite, motivate, or

	move viewers. Built on that fundamental truth of video editing, Final Cut Pro X enables a

	rich workflow that permits you to approach editing as a...
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Alfresco 3 Enterprise Content Management ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2009

	How to customize, use, and administer this powerful, Open Source Java-based Enterprise CMS

	
		Manage your business documents with version control, library services, content organization, and advanced search.
	
		Create collaborative web sites using document libraries, wikis, blogs, forums, calendars, discussions,...
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Alfresco 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Alfresco is the renowned and multiple award-winning open source Enterprise content management system which allows you to build, design, and implement your very own
	ECM solutions.


	You have read a number of tutorials, blogs, and books on Alfresco. Now you're in the real world, trying to use Alfresco, but you're running into...
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Professional Workflow in SharePoint 2010: Real World Business Workflow SolutionsWrox Press, 2011


	SharePoint workfl ow comes in many shapes and fl avors, yet to the average SharePoint user it

	is a master magician’s art learned through a formidable journey. Why is it that one of the most

	important aspects of SharePoint is also one of the hardest to comprehend and learn? SharePoint

	default workfl ows, SharePoint Designer...
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Ethereum Projects for Beginners: Build blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, smart contracts, and DAppsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand the Ethereum platform to build distributed applications that are secured and decentralized using blockchain technology

	
		Key Features

		
			Build your own decentralized applications using real-world blockchain examples
	
			Implement Ethereum for building smart contracts and...
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The Photoshop Channels BookPeachpit Press, 2006
Using Photoshop without taking advantage of channels is a bit like attempting to make a fine recording with nothing but a crummy cassette recorder: You can do so, but the results won't be very satisfying. However, if you're new to the world of digital imaging--perhaps because you've just found your way to Photoshop after purchasing your first...
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Digital Photography in Available Light: Essential Skills, Third Edition (Photography Essential Skills)Focal Press, 2006
This comprehensive guide teaches all the digital skills the amateur or student photographer will need when photographing on location, written in a practical no nonsense and entertaining style     

       Digital Photography in Available Light is an inspirational guide as well as a structured learning tool for mastering the essential...
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Apple Aperture 1.5 Photographers' GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Apple’s Aperture provides the professional photographer with a powerful new resource for organizing, adjusting, and distributing photographs. Although this young application still has some kinks in it that Apple needs to work out, it may already be the most powerful photo organizing application we’ve ever had.

Today, most...
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Control Systems EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Highly regarded for its accessible writing and practical case studies, Control Systems Engineering is the most widely adopted textbook for this core course in Mechanical and Electrical engineering programs. This new sixth edition has been revised and updated with 20% new problems and greater emphasis on computer-aided design.

...
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Getting Started with OpenCart Module DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Master your OpenCart modules and code!


	Overview

	
		Learn how to clone OpenCart modules
	
		Develop and customize modules, pages, order totals, payments, and shipping extensions in OpenCart
	
		Understand the Global Library methods used in OpenCart



	In Detail
...
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DSLR Cinema: Crafting the Film Look with VideoFocal Press, 2010

	Video-capable DSLR cameras give filmmakers a quality previously impossible without high-end cinema cameras. Exploring the cinematic quality and features offered by hybrid DSLRs, this book empowers the filmmaker to craft visually stunning images inexpensively.


	Learn to think more like a cinematographer than a videographer, whether...
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